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Broadcast News

by Governor Patrick this summer the Boston Herald Suffolk University poll shows Coakley winning record by just one.
WBUR-FM (Boston's NPR News Station) | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

by Governor Patrick this summer the Boston Herald Suffolk University poll shows Coakley winning record by just one. 44 43 % with 100 days left in office Gov that rigorous hiring too porous in transition...

NBC 10 News Sunrise @ 6am
NBC 10 Sunrise at 4:30 AM - WJAR-TV | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

only a tiny difference between the two candidates for governor. A boston herald - suffolk university poll has democrat, martha coakley and republican charlie baker in a virtual tie. Coakley leads 44 to 43 percent... With 8 percent...

7News Today in New England
7 News Today in New England - WHDH-TV | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...will take several days. Opening statements are scheduled for october 6. >> Christa: five weeks left in the race for governor here in massachusetts. A new suffolk university "boston herald" poll shows it's a tight race to replace deval patrick. Martha coakley algae charlie baker are in a tie. Coakley...

NBC 10 News Sunrise @ 5am
NBC 10 Sunrise at 4:30 AM - WJAR-TV | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

be too close to call. Two new polls show only a tiny difference between the two candidates for governor. A boston herald - suffolk university poll has democrat, martha coakley and republican charlie baker in a virtual tie. Coakley leads 44 to 43 percent... With 8 percent...

Newscenter 5 Eyeopener
NewsCenter 5 Eye Opener - WCVB-TV | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...morning, new poll numbers giving us new insight into some of the hottest races in the commonwealth. In the governor's race, it is way too close to call. The suffolk university-herald survey giving democrat martha coakley a razor-thin lead over republican rival charlie baker. The poll also found 47 percent...

NBC 10 News @ 11pm
NBC 10 News at 11 PM - WJAR-TV | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...news now and a race that may be too close to call. Two new polls show only a tiny difference between the two candidates for governor. A Boston Herald - Suffolk University poll has Democrat, Martha Coakley and Republican Charlie Baker in a virtual tie. Coakley leads 44 to 43 percent... with 8 percent...
**FOX 25 News at 10**

Fox 25 News at 10 PM Weekend - WFXT-TV | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

>>> All right, five weeks to go in the race for Massachusetts governor is closer than ever. Charlie Baker closing in on Martha Coakley and a new Suffolk University Boston Herald poll. Our political reporter Sharman Sacchetti caught up with both candidates for their reaction. >> Reporter: the...

**The Only News @ 9**

The Only News at Nine - New England Cable News (NECN) | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...off in their first televised debate. We'll have highlights in just a minute. But first -- take a look at a new poll released by the Boston Herald and Suffolk University showing numbers even. Democrat Martha Coakley with 44 percent, compared to Republican Charlie Baker's 43 percent. The poll of 500...

**NBC 10 News @ 7pm**

NBC 10 News at 7 PM - WJAR-TV | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...news now and a race that may be too close to call. Two new polls show only a tiny difference between the two candidates for governor. A Boston Herald - Suffolk University poll has Democrat Martha Coakley and Republican Charlie Baker in a virtual tie. Coakley leads 44 to 43 percent... with 8 percent...

**7News at 6 PM**

7 News at 6 PM - WHDH-TV | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...who was convicted of racketeering last year is currently serving two life sentences >> Just weeks to go now before. Voters voice their choice at a new Suffolk University "Boston Herald" poll shows it is a tight race for governor. Democrat Martha Coakley and Republican Charlie Baker are in a virtual...

**NBC 10 News @ 5:30pm**

NBC 10 News at 5:30 PM - WJAR-TV | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...out on the Massachusetts Governor's race. And they both say there's a razor thin difference between the two major candidates. Today's Boston Herald - Suffolk University poll has Democrat Martha Coakley and Republican Charlie Baker in a virtual tie. Coakley leads 44 to 43 percent... with 8 percent...

**News @5PM**

New England This Evening - New England Cable News (NECN) | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...Springfield - our political reporter Alison King will be watching and will have a wrap-up, tonight on the only news at nine. Meantime, a new Boston Herald/Suffolk University poll shows the race is even. It shows democrat Martha Coakley with 44 percent support, Charlie Baker at 43 percent. The poll of...

**a single point and Suffolk University in Boston Herald**

WBZ-AM (News Radio 1030) | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...incident on pollsters is independence will hold the key for the governor's race Democrat Martha Coakley leads Republican Charlie Baker by a single point and Suffolk University in Boston Herald poll Or 44% to 43 suffered pollster Dave Kelly largesse is anomalous 90% of those responding say they don't...

**the governor's race from Suffolk University and the Boston**

WBZ-AM (News Radio 1030) | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...as professionals Twinkies the on a mattress professionals when Election Day coming up borrowing November we have a new poll on the governor's race from Suffolk University and the Boston Herald tides Democrat Martha Coakley holding a one point lead over Republican Charlie Baker 44 of 43 % WBZ when...

**a statistical tie the Suffolk University in Boston Herald**

WBUR-FM (Boston's NPR News Station) | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...from the school annual Paul and the messages it's governor's race fines Democrat Martha Coakley Europe up internally Baker are in a statistical tie the Suffolk University in Boston Herald poll shows Colquitt 44 % Baker at 43 % however for care says been as the planet today highs in the 70s tonight...
David Howell of the Suffolk University pollster who were
WWZN-AM (Revolution Boston) | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 3 days ago)

...75 so those people that warrant between bickering Colquitt sell those those would be happy to release a pick
up we are attacking me David Howell of the Suffolk University pollster who were always gets the right numbers
year and that's why I'm doing is that the day on the day at tackle the about where...

Print/Online News

Suffolk-Herald Poll: Baker and Coakley in dead heat
The Boston Herald - Online | 9/29/2014

...The race for governor is dead even with five weeks to go as Democratic attacks on Republican Charlie Baker...

Voters to decide fate of state gaming with Question No. 3
The Standard-Times - Online | 10/11/2014 (4 weeks, 4 days ago)

...with 40 percent supporting repeal, consistent with Globe polling through the summer. The repeal trailed 53
percent to 38 percent in the most recent Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll, while the Western New England
University Polling Institute similarly reported the split at 52 percent to 41...

Voters to decide fate of state gaming with Question No. 3 - 10:56 pm
The Standard-Times - Online | 10/11/2014 (4 weeks, 4 days ago)

...with 40 percent supporting repeal, consistent with Globe polling through the summer. The repeal trailed 53
percent to 38 percent in the most recent Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll, while the Western New England
University Polling Institute similarly reported the split at 52 percent to 41...

Campaign Notebook: Democrats open campaign HQ in downtown Haverhill
The Eagle-Tribune - Online | 10/05/2014 (5 weeks, 4 days ago)

...this week show at least a 10-plus percent deficit for Repeal the Deal anti-casino forces have to make up in the
month before the Nov. 4 election. A Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll released Sept. 29 showed that of 53
percent of the 500 likely voters answering their phones between Sept 25...

Massachusetts lawmakers dig deep to rescue cash-strapped Coakley
The Washington Post - Online | 10/04/2014 (5 weeks, 5 days ago)

...rival Charlie Baker stands at more than $1.5 million versus Coakley's $266,000. But the fundraising gap isn't
the Coakley campaign's only problem. A Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll released Monday showed
Coakley neck-and-neck with Baker, 44 percent to 43 percent -- a startlingly close race...

Bill Clinton to Rally Arkansas Dems; AAN Launches First Fall Ad in NY-01;
Biden to Stump for Crist
National Journal | 10/04/2014 (5 weeks, 5 days ago)

...of LVs, conducted Sept. 21-24 by Selzer & Co., shows Gov. Terry Branstad (R) leading state Sen. Jack Hatch
(D) 48-34%. () MA GOV: According to a new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll of LVs, conducted Sept. 25-
28, Coakley edges Baker 44-43%. (release) More MA GOV: A new Western New England...

Casino repeal faces long odds
Boston Globe - Online | 10/02/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...the summer. The survey of 401 voters, conducted Sept. 28-30, has a margin of error of 4.9 percentage points.
The repeal trailed 53 to 38 percent in a Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll published Monday. Casino
opponent John Ribeiro, chair of the Repeal the Casino Deal campaign, said the state's...

Bump clashes with opponents in televised debate
Massachusetts Auditor Suzanne Bump clashes with opponents Patricia Saint Aubin, M.K. Merelice in televised debate

The Republican - Online | 10/01/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...ask for your vote so together we can audit whether the state is investing in people's wellbeing and our planet's health. Thank you for listening." A Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll of 500 likely voters released on Monday showed Bump with 38 percent of the vote, Saint Aubin with 19 percent...

WBUR Poll: Baker-Coakley 'Essentially A Tossup'
WBUR - Online | 10/01/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...of voters remain undecided, and 4 percent support one of three independent candidates — Evan Falchuk, Jeff McCormick, Scott Lively. A Boston Herald/Suffolk University poll gave Coakley a 1-point edge. A Boston Globe/Social Sphere survey showed Baker in the lead by 2 points. Other polls have seen...

New England Public Radio | 10/01/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...of voters remain undecided, and 4 percent support one of three independent candidates — Evan Falchuk, Jeff McCormick, Scott Lively. A Boston Herald/Suffolk University poll gave Coakley a 1-point edge. A Boston Globe/Social Sphere survey showed Baker in the lead by 2 points. Other polls have seen...

Coakley, Baker, And The Race For The Corner Office
Radio Boston - Online | 10/01/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

tweets @wapppHKS. Jim O'Sullivan, political reporter for The Boston Globe. He tweets @JOSreports.

Another poll shows trouble for Martha Coakley. Why she is in a close race again.
EIN News | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...Democratic and Republican strategists agree that she has a real fight on her hands during the final five weeks of the campaign. The new poll, conducted by Suffolk University for the Boston Herald, shows Coakley leading Baker 44 percent to 43 percent … ( continue reading )

Another poll shows trouble for Martha Coakley. Why she is in a close race again.
The Washington Post - Online | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...Democratic and Republican strategists agree that she has a real fight on her hands during the final five weeks of the campaign. The new poll, conducted by Suffolk University for the Boston Herald, shows Coakley leading Baker 44 percent to 43 percent, an advantage well inside the margin of error. The...

Lt. Gov. hopeful Polito pledges support for Lowell judicial center
Lowell Sun - Online | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...Lowell to the next level where it should be. The latest polls show a neck-and-neck race between Baker and his Democratic opponent Martha Coakley. A Suffolk University-Boston Herald poll of 500 likely voters has Coakley with 44 percent of the vote and Baker at 43 percent. Eight percent of voters...

First Read's Morning Clips
NBCNews.com | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...and taken to Mali. LOUISIANA: The Club for Growth is going after 'kissing congressman' Rep. Vance
McAllister. MASSACHUSETTS: ‘Choakley’ again? A Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll finds Martha Coakley and Charlie Baker in a dead heat. MICHIGAN: Headlines that make Democrats smile, from...

Polls: Coakley, Baker in dead heat
Lowell Sun - Online | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...health-insurance executive Charlie Baker appear to be in a dead heat in their battle for the Corner Office, according to two polls released Monday morning. A Suffolk University and Boston Herald poll of 500 likely voters showed Coakley, the Democrat, with 44 percent, and Baker, the Republican nominee, with...

Sick Time For All?: A Look At Mass. Ballot Question 4
WBUR - Online | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...plurality of Republicans. Sixty-three percent of female voters favor giving employees sick time, as do 50 percent of men. Another survey, out Monday from Suffolk University and The Boston Herald, also has the “Yes” vote ahead, though the margin is smaller — 12 points. For Wolf, the state senator...

Poll shows tight race for governor
The Daily News of Newburyport - Online | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...executive Charlie Baker appear to be in a dead heat in their battle for the Corner Office, according to two polls released on yesterday morning. A Suffolk University and Boston Herald poll of 500 likely voters showed Coakley, the Democrat, with 44 percent, and Baker, the Republican nominee, with...

Boston Herald Joe Battenfeld column
InsuranceNewsNet - Online | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...losing ground. Famed "FiveThirtyEight" election forecaster Nate Silver last night posed the question: "Martha Choakley?" So hurtful. A new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll shows voters just aren't warming up to Coakley. Nearly as many voters view the attorney general unfavorably...

Coakley, Baker clash on early education in debate
Boston Globe - Online | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...significant long-term benefit, while others suggest that high-quality preschool may have a lasting effect. The back-and-forth came as polls show a tight race. A Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll released Monday morning showed Coakley leading Baker by one point. A WBZ survey released later in the day put...

Candidates for governor make pitch to tech sector
Wicked Local | 09/30/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...Coakley, Falchuk, McCormick and Scott Lively, an independent candidate who didn't appear at the forum, will square off in the Nov. 4 election. A Boston Herald-Suffolk University poll released Monday showed Coakley and Baker in a dead heat among voters – Coakley at 43.8 percent and Baker at 43.2 percent....

Candidates for governor make pitch to tech sector
The Patriot Ledger - Online | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...Coakley, Falchuk, McCormick and Scott Lively, an independent candidate who didn't appear at the forum, will square off in the Nov. 4 election. A Boston Herald-Suffolk University poll released Monday showed Coakley and Baker in a dead heat among voters – Coakley at 43.8 percent and Baker at 43.2 percent....

Polls: Coakley, Baker in dead heat in gubernatorial race
Lowell Sun - Online | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...health-insurance executive Charlie Baker appear to be in a dead heat in their battle for the Corner Office, according to two polls released Monday morning. A Suffolk University and Boston Herald poll of 500 likely voters showed Coakley, the Democrat, with 44 percent, and Baker, the Republican nominee, with...

Democrats in statewide races, other than governor, leading Republicans opponents, poll indicates
The Republican - Online | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...September 29, 2014 at 6:31 PM BOSTON - Democrats running for statewide offices other than governor are leading their Republican opponents, according to a Suffolk University and Boston Herald poll of likely voters
released on Monday. Incumbent Democrat Suzanne Bump, who was elected auditor in 2010...

Poll: Coakley, Baker in tight contest
Sentinel & Enterprise - Online | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...insurance executive Charlie Baker appear to be in a dead heat in their battle for the Corner Office, according to two polls released on Monday morning. A Suffolk University and Boston Herald poll of 500 likely voters showed Coakley, the Democrat, with 44 percent, and Baker, the Republican nominee, with...

Political Happy Hour: September 29, 2014
Boston Globe - Online | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...are deadlocked in the governor's race, and a ballot measure that would repeal the state's casino law is struggling to get traction, according to a new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll. The survey of 500 likely voters found 44 percent supporting Coakley and 43 percent backing Baker. ..." http://bit.ly/1tbUZjj...

Two polls have Coakley, Baker in dead heat
Lowell Sun - Online | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...insurance executive Charlie Baker appear to be in a dead heat in their battle for the Corner Office, according to two polls released on Monday morning. A Suffolk University and Boston Herald poll of 500 likely voters showed Coakley, the Democrat, with 44 percent, and Baker, the Republican nominee, with...

Polls Show Tight Senate Races in Critical States
The New York Times - Online | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...sampling error of plus or minus four points for each candidate. And 12 percent are still undecided. Turning to the governor's race in Massachusetts, a new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll finds the candidates essentially tied, with Martha Coakley, a Democrat, with 44 percent support among likely...

Poll: Martha Coakley, Charlie Baker Tied in Massachusetts Governor's Race
New England Cable News (NECN) - Online | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
A new Boston Herald-Suffolk University poll released Monday shows that Democrat Martha Coakley and Republican Charlie Baker are basically tied in the Massachusetts governor's...

Polls: Coakley, Baker in tight contest marked by gender gaps
Dorchester Reporter - Online | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...insurance executive Charlie Baker appear to be in a dead heat in their battle for the Corner Office, according to two polls released on Monday morning. A Suffolk University and Boston Herald poll of 500 likely voters showed Coakley, the Democrat, with 44 percent, and Baker, the Republican nominee, with...

Candidates for governor make pitch to tech sector
Wicked Local - Cambridge | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...Falchuk, McCormick and Scott Lively, an independent candidate who didn't appear at the forum, will square off in the Nov. 4 election. A Boston Herald-Suffolk University poll released Monday showed Coakley and Baker in a dead heat among voters – Coakley at 43.8 percent and Baker at 43.2 percent....

Candidates for governor make pitch to tech sector
The Enterprise - Online | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...Falchuk, McCormick and Scott Lively, an independent candidate who didn't appear at the forum, will square off in the Nov. 4 election. A Boston Herald-Suffolk University poll released Monday showed Coakley and Baker in a dead heat among voters – Coakley at 43.8 percent and Baker at 43.2 percent....

New poll shows Charlie Baker, Martha Coakley deadlocked
Boston Globe - Online | 09/29/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
...are deadlocked in the governor's race and a ballot measure that would repeal the state's casino law is struggling to get traction, according to a new Suffolk University/Boston Herald poll. The survey of 500 likely voters found 44 percent supporting Coakley and 43 percent backing Baker. Democratic...

Gov's Race, Ballot Qs: A Mass. Poll Roundup
...each week. This allows for more "real time" feedback, since all of interviews in each week's release were conducted that same week. Boston Herald (Suffolk University): The Herald and the Globe may agree on very little, but their polls both show a tight race for governor. The Herald poll (topline...
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only a tiny difference between the two candidates for governor. A boston herald - suffolk university poll has democrat, martha coakley and republican charlie baker in a virtual tie. Coakley leads 44 to 43 percent... With 8 percent undecided. But a western new england university poll has those numbers reversed: baker leads 44 to coakley's 43 percent. That poll shows 7 percent of voters are undecided. It looks like some community colleges in our area are getting some financial help. In east greenwich rhode island, the new england institute of technology will get about two and a half million dollars to support job training. It's part of a nationwide grant, announced by vice president joe biden yesterday. $450 million dollars was available to community colleges across the country. Cape cod community college in west barnstable will also receive about two and a half million. And massasoit community college in brockton will get about 20 million. There are still too many kids calling in sick and cutting class in rhode island, even in kindergarten. The child advocacy group 'kids count' released new numbers yesterday. They're unchanged from last year. 16 percent of kindergarden students in rhode island were absent 18 days or more last year. Add 19 percent of low income children were chronically absent in grades k-through 3. Add officials say it's a concern because they say there's a link to lower achievement levels later on. Believe it or not the holidays are right around the corner. If you plan to travel by air, farecompare says now is the time to plan your vacation. According to fare- compare, thanksgiving is the one time when you can break the "don't shop too early" rule. That's because beginning in october, each day you delay purchasing your flight ticket, you can expect to add five dollars. So if you consider buying a ticket today, but hold off till the end of october, you could end up paying on average an extra 150 dollars per ticket. Ad lib job Employment Specialist--AMOS house--providence weather - 1:30 Unsettled weather is moving in today, so we'll see cloudy skies and a chance of scattered showers today and tomorrow with highs in the mid 60s. As an area of low pressure slides this way from
the Great Lakes, we'll continue to see a rain chance through Wednesday and Thursday morning, along with mostly cloudy skies. In sports, rajon rondo says he wants to stay with the boston celtics beyond this season. Rondo is in the final year of his contract and has

7News Today in New England
7 News Today in New England - WHDH-TV | 09/30/2014

>>> Jury selection continues today in the trial of a friend of the accused marathon a judge explained to the pool of jurors robel phillipos is accused of lying about visiting dzhokhar tsamaev's dorm room after the attack. Jury selection will take several days. Opening statements are scheduled for october 6. >> Christa: five weeks left in the race for governor here in massachusetts. A new suffolk university "boston herald" poll shows it's a tight race to replace deval patrick. Martha coakley algae charlie baker are in a tie. Coakley receiving 44% of the vote in the pole. Baker 43%. The independent candidates for governor receiving 4% combined. >> Kayna: michigan's response to a player staying on the field after a hard hit that left him stumbling. >> Christa: behind bars, how police catch up with a thief suspected of stealing from local cub scouts. >> Kayna: new this morning, clooney and his bride. See more of their wedding photos and details on that dress. >> Chris: look for rain still. The month of september, one of the driest on records. Blue hill observatory, only a quarter of an inch this month. Likely the driest in history there in terms of recorded history. The forecast and when we will see rain ahead. >> Christa: we're still tracking breaking news. A fire at quincy's former city hall. The historic preservation hitting a setback because of that this morning. We'll be right Every day we bake at 5am. Bright and early. Not even bright, My customers tell us we still dark. have the best cakes. That just lights me they are. up to see how happy On any given day you can go into Shaw's and find over a hundred different kinds of organic fruits and vegetables. And it's delicious. We sell lots of salmon and haddock, and of course, lobsters. Real butchers, cutting choice beef, every day. They see the freshness, the low prices. They're blown away by what we're doing. Shaw's is getting better and better.

NBC 10 News Sunrise @ 5am
NBC 10 Sunrise at 4:30 AM - WJAR-TV | 09/30/2014

be too close to call. Two new polls show only a tiny difference between the two candidates for governor. A boston herald - suffolk university poll has democrat, martha coakley and republican charlie baker in a virtual tie. Coakley leads 44 to 43 percent... With 8 percent undecided. But a western new england university poll has those numbers reversed: baker leads 44 to coakley's 43 percent. That poll shows 7 percent of voters are undecided. It looks like some community colleges in our area are getting some financial help. In east greenwich rhode island, the institute of new england technology will get about two and a half million dollars to support job training. It's part of a nationwide grant, announced by vice president joe biden yesterday. $450 million dollars was available to community colleges across the country. Cape cod community college in west barnstable will also receive about two and a half million. And massasoit community college in brockton will get about 20 million. There are still too many kids calling in sick and cutting class in rhode island, even in kindergarten. The child advocacy group 'kids count' released new numbers yesterday. They're unchanged from last year. 16 percent of kindergarten students in rhode island were absent 18 days or more last year. Add 19 percent of low income children were chronically absent in grades k- through 3. Add officials say it's a concern because they say there's a link to lower achievement levels later on. New research suggests some types of antibiotics taken before the age of two ... May be linked to an increased risk of childhood obesity. Researchers looked at the antibiotic use of children from birth to 24 months ... Then followed up at the age of five. Kids who took more antibiotics at an early age ... Were more likely to be obese, especially among those treated four or more times. Experts say antibiotics may affect the composition of microbes in the intestines ... Leaving children more vulnerable to weight gain. Believe it or not the holidays are right around the corner. If you plan to travel by air, farecompare says now is the time to plan your vacation. According to fare- compare, thanksgiving is the one time when you can break the "don't shop too early" rule. That's because beginning in october, each day you delay purchasing your flight ticket, you can expect to add five dollars. So if you consider buying a ticket today, but hold off till the end of october, you could end up paying on average an extra 150 dollars per ticket. And don't forget about our daily business lunch every weekday, we'll discuss jobs, the economy and consumer issues on nbc10 news at noon. Weather 2:30 Unsettled weather is moving in today, so we'll see cloudy skies and a chance of scattered showers today and tomorrow with highs in the mid 60s. As an area of low pressure slides this way from the Great Lakes, we'll continue to see a rain chance through Wednesday and Thursday morning, along with mostly cloudy skies. In sports, rajon rondo says he wants to stay with the boston celtics beyond this season. Rondo is in the final
is expected to be okay. >> New this morning, new poll numbers giving us new insight into some of the hottest races in the commonwealth. In the governor's race, it is way too close to call. The suffolk university-herald survey giving democrat martha coakley a razor-thin lead over republican rival charlie baker. The poll also found 47 percent of those surveyed were offended that baker called a local reporter "sweetheart" at a recent event. And there are also new numbers in the casino ballot question. The poll finds 38 percent want to see the gambling law repealed. 53-percent say it should stand. A lawyer for the city of boston says it will be illegal for the current city council to raise their own pay. That staff attorney said state ethics law prohibits government officials from voting on matters in which they or their families have a financial interest. He said the raises could be permitted if they took effect in january 2016, when a new council takes office. City council president bill linehan wants to boost council pay from $87,500 to $112,500. The council's last raise was in 2006. >> The sister of the marathon bombing suspects due in a new york city court today. Ailina tsarnaeva will be arraigned today on a threatening charge. Nypd detectives say she made a bomb threat to her boyfriend's ex-girlfriend over the phone. In a police report officers say she said, quote, "i have people that can go over there and put a bomb on you." ailina already faces charges of misleading boston police in a counterfeit money investigation in 2010. New this morning, outrage from the family of a new hampshire journalist killed at the hands of isis. James foley's parents demanding his image be removed from an ad featured in the new york city subways. The "american freedom defense initiative" ad shows foley's last moments before being beheaded and says islam is an extremist religion. The foley family request was granted, and the ads will continue to run without foley's picture. >> The head of the secret service will face tough questions today after a jaw-dropping report about this recent breach at the white house. The new report shows that a suspect managed to get some 80 feet inside the white house. And he was carrying a small knife. It's much further than the secret service first told the public. Sources tell abc news that omar gonzalez overpowered a security officer earlier this month and ran into the east room. He was finally tackled by another officer. And now the director of the secret service has to explain how it happened. >> Basics of the white house, locking the doors, having compartmental security appears to have failed. It failed because of the human element headed by the secret service. >> Gonzalez is a decorated iraq war veteran. He was arrested in july with a sniper rifle and a map on which the executive mansion was marked. >> A community turns out in brockton to remember the life of a man killed by a hit-and-run driver. Heartbroken friends and family marked the spot where carl-evan yancey was struck. And now they're pleading for someone to come forward. Yancey was best known in the community for mentoring young children. He had left work at shaw's sunday night and was crossing belmont street when he was hit. The driver took off. At a vigil yesterday loved ones shared stories of the man they called the gentle giant who had done so much for their community. >> This is so comforting to know what a good life my son lived. >> I am in awe that my son touched the people he did. >> Police have not yet released the make or model of the car involved. They're hoping surveillance video from nearby businesses will give them a lead. 4:39 this morning. Another data breach, this one hitting a local supermarket. >> The shoppers have to be on alert this morning. Plus small, furry and painful. A new warning about this poisonous caterpillar and the local people feeling the sting. >> Comedian tracy morgan now being blamed forgetting hurt in a wreck. The claim wal-mart is making on behalf of its driver. >> And do you know where your up brel ra is? We have a damp spot where carl-evan yancey was struck. And now they're pleading for someone to come forward. Yancey was best known in the community for mentoring young children. He had left work at shaw's sunday night and was crossing belmont street when he was hit. The driver took off. At a vigil yesterday loved ones shared stories of the man they called the gentle giant who had done so much for their community. >> This is so comforting to know what a good life my son lived. >> I am in awe that my son touched the people he did. >> Police have not yet released the make or model of the car involved. They're hoping surveillance video from nearby businesses will give them a lead. 4:39 this morning. Another data breach, this one hitting a local supermarket. >> The shoppers have to be on alert this morning. Plus small, furry and painful. A new warning about this poisonous caterpillar and the local people feeling the sting. >> Comedian tracy morgan now being blamed forgetting hurt in a wreck. The claim wal-mart is making on behalf of its driver. >> And do you know where your up brel ra is? We have a damp week of weather ahead. But I am tracking little breaks of sunshiny vent ally. The timeline ahead in my forecast.

talk directly to voters and win the endorsement of residents throughout the city and voters in the November fourth election. I looked forward to talking with school teachers, policemen and firefighters and winning the support of the few of them who live here in the city whether they live in the city of providence or not, they're the ones who have reviewed the plans that I have for the city of providence and they think I have the leadership that they can work with in order to make the city of providence a better city to live in. The candidates are also competing for endorsements from city councilors. A reminder now about who's in the race for Providence Mayor: Jorge elorza is the Democratic candidate. Daniel harrop is running as a republican. And vincent cianci is running as an independent. More decision 2014 news now and a race that may be too close to call. Two new polls show only a tiny difference between the two candidates for governor. A boston herald - suffolk university poll has democrat, Martha coakley and republican Charlie Baker in a virtual tie. Coakley leads 44 to 43 percent... with 8 percent undecided. But a western New England university poll has those numbers reversed: Baker leads 44 to
Coakley’s 43 percent. That poll shows 7 percent of voters are undecided. And a reminder that the NBC 10 Candidate Database is up and running right now on TURN TO TEN DOT COM. There, you can learn more about every candidate running for statewide officer Rhode Island and Massachusetts. The General Election is November 4th... just 36 days away. New Details about the at the White House, man who jumped the fence There are reports tonight that the suspect made it farther than what the media was originally told. A U.S. official tells NBC news that the man entered the front door and got as far as the east room before he was stopped. The suspect has been identified as Omar Gonzalez. A report in the Washington Post also says Gonzalez overpowered a secret service agent and ran through much of the main floor. No comment tonight from the White House or Secret Service. Gonzalez is being held without bail. Now to the developing situation in Syria and the war against ISIS. A group of activists claim that one of the latest airstrikes killed civilians. This comes as President Obama admits mistakes were made about the danger posed by the militant group. PRESIDENT OBAMA MAKES A FRANK ADMISSION ABOUT THE RISE OF ISIS: "I think our head of the intelligence community Jim Clapper has acknowledged that I think they underestimated what had been taking place in Syria.

IN AN INTERVIEW WITH 60-MINUTES, THE PRESIDENT ALSO ACKNOWLEDGED THE U-S OVER ESTIMATED WHAT IRAQI FORCES COULD DO in response. MEANWHILE, THE AERIAL ASSAULT ON ISIS CONTINUES... AS KURDISH FORCES CONTINUE TO ENGAGE ISIS MILITANTS near THE BORDER WITH TURKEY. ONE ISIS FIGHTER SPOKE WITH CNN, SCOFFing AT THE COALITION STRIKES. "They hit us in some areas and we advance in others. If we are pushed back in Iraq, we advance in northern Syria. These strikes cannot stop us, our support, or our fighters" AND WHILE THE MILITARY CAMPAIGN CONTINUES, THE WHITE HOUSE SAYS GENERAL JOHN ALLEN, THE MAN IN CHARGE OF THE coalition RESPONSE, WILL GO TO THE MIDDLE EAST. HIS MISSION WILL BE TO SHORE UP SUPPORT FROM ARAB NATIONS IN STOPPING THE FLOW OF FOREIGN FIGHTERS AND FUNDS TO THE TERRORIST GROUP.

New Developments about the fire that caused travel headaches across the country. The head of the FAA says his agency is reviewing all its contingency plans and security at major control centers around the country. The announcement come after Friday’s fire at the FAA control center near Chicago. It briefly shutdown operations at O’Hare and Midway airports. And that resulted in flight cancellations or delays at airports across the country, including TF Green in Warwick and Logan Airport in Boston. An FAA contract employee is accused of starting the fire. And police identify the local man injured in a plane crash in Connecticut. State police identified the pilot as Anthony Vespia of Warwick. The plane crashed yesterday in Lebanon, Connecticut. It was taking off when the engine stalled and it fell to the ground. The pilot was taken to the hospital with non-life threatening injuries. Police release the names of the two skydivers killed on the Cape. They are 29-year-old Andrew Munson of Nantucket and his instructor: 48-year-old Eldon Burrier of Washington State. Both men died after crashing into a building during a tandem jump in Barnstable last evening. Officials say the victims missed the intended landing spot on Cape Cod Airfield... Then they fell onto the garage, Barnstable and State Police continue to investigate the accident along with the NTSB and FAA. Now to a pot bust in Westport where police found more than grass growing in the woods. Police tell us they were acting on a tip when they searched the woods behind Jiggs and Pine Streets. There they found about 30 marijuana plants. Officers then found a structure with potted pot.
Five weeks to go who would you vote for? It's tonight's feedback question. Coakley, baker or one of the third party candidates. You can vote in our poll on myfoxboston.com. Results ahead on the fox 25 news at 11:00. Boy don't you wish it was still the weekend. For all the obvious reasons but also the fact that the temperatures are in the 80s Thank you Cable. For the slower Internet upload speeds. For making me wait longer to share my photo albums. Thank you, cable because if we never had you... We wouldn't know the incredible difference Verizon FiOS makes. The numbers don't lie. In customer satisfaction studies, FiOS is rated #1 in Internet speed and reliability, and hd picture quality. so join the millions who enjoy the difference FiOS makes and get a FiOS Triple Play online at an amazing price guaranteed for two years. Sign up now and get $300 back with a two-year agreement. Call the Verizon Center for Customers with Disabilities at 800.974.6006
tty/v
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election day now five weeks away. And tonight, candidates for massachusetts governor faced off in their first televised debate. We'll have highlights in just a minute. But first -- take a look at a new poll released by the boston herald and suffolk university showing numbers even. Democrat martha coakley with 44- percent, compared to republican charle baker's 43-percent. The poll of 500 likely voters, revealed eight- percent undecided. And the three independent candidates had a combined four percent. And tonight - the candidates met in western massachusetts.. To take on issues including casinos and education. Our political reporter alison king joins us. Alison - not the most contentious debate we've seen. Alison: no - I would actually call this more of a forum than a debate. There was very little interaction between the candidates - each took their turn and their 90 seconds to make their positions known on issues like economic development, medical marijuano and... Casinos. Alison: charlie baker got some applause for that line. But it was one of the only times of the evening that a candidate engaged another candidate. Martha coakley mentioned charlie baker a couple of times, including how they differ on the referendum on the gas tax - charlie supports repeal... But charlie did not take the bait... Switching our focus to maine, where the governor's race is also neck-and-neck. Governor paul lepage says he'll participate in the remaining debates. Lepage considered holding out claiming t-v ads from an outside group falsley attacked him. A new poll in maine's race shows his democratic challenger mike michaud (me--show) leading 40 to 38 percent. While the university of new hampshire poll shows independent candidate eliot cutler with 12 percent support. More than 480 likely voters were surveyed - with a 4- point-4 percent margin of error. And be sure to stay with necn.. For continuing election 2014 coverage. Our team of reporters will be hitting the campaign trail with the candidates ahead of the november fourth election. Turn to necn on air and online.. At necn dot com. Toss to tim up next on the
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come down to a photo finish. Another day for delays: The reason experts now say it could take WEEKS before air traffic is back on schedule. An action packed night coming up---NEW ON THE NIGHT TEAM. Patrice Wood is live in the studio with more. Hi, Patrice. And coming up tonight, all new at 11 - on the Night Team! New developments in the search for a missing University of Virginia student. A possible connection to another case from years ago. Plus... Hamster Heroes! The creative way a group of firefighters tried to save a furry family. All new at 11. TWITTER Authorities want to know, whether Catherine Greig knows, where Whitey hid his fortune. Greig is serving eight years at the Wyatt Detention Center, in Central Falls, for helping Bulger avoid capture. $800,000 was seized when they were captured, but Bulger is rumored to have stashed millions. Acting on a tip, Westport Police seize tens of thousands of dollars in illegal marijuana plants. 30 pot plants were growing in the woods behind Jiggs and Pine Streets. There they found about 30 marijuana plants. The area is at the edge of town land and private property...so police are searching for the person responsible for the growing operation. Decision 2014 news now and a race that may be too close to call. Two new polls show only a tiny difference between the two candidates for governor. A Boston Herald - Suffolk University poll has Democrat, Martha Coakley and Republican Charlie Baker in a virtual tie. Coakley leads 44 to 43 percent... with 8 percent undecided. But a Western New England University poll has those numbers reversed; Baker leads 44 to Coakley's 43 percent. That poll shows 7 percent of voters are undecided. We're making 7 stops around the globe for stories making headlines tonight: Get set to pre-pay for a number of hospital procedures. Facilities across the country are asking patients to settle their bills, in advance. At number 7: In the past, neither patients nor providers knew the exact price of procedures until after the insurer processed the charges. But new technology is allowing hospitals to determine the patient's responsibility BEFORE treatment. There are payments plans
A tragic landing for two sky divers who crashed into a garage off of a plane operated by Skydive Barnstable. They were supposed to land at the Cape Cod airfield in March Stones Mills. Er Ito did what he could to help. >> One of them was totally unconscious and the other one was semi-conscious. And just tried to keep him calm and told him that the rescue was on their way. Pesterio says he stayed with the men until emergency responders arrive. They had to cut the harness off. >> Instead, they crashed into a garage of a home in March Stones Mills. 7's Byron Barnett is there. Byron talked to a man who tried to help these sky divers off. >> Yes, authorities have identified the sky divers, the students have been identified as a 29-year-old man from Nantucket and the instructor 48 years old has been identified coming from Washington state.

The tragedy has shaken neighbors around this whole area including one neighbor who found the two sky divers in his backyard. >> I opened the door and the two sky divers were laying up against the garage wall. >> A tragic landing for two sky divers who crashed into Johner Ito's garage and instructor and student jumped in tandem from a plane operated by Skydive Barnstable. They were supposed to land at the Cape Cod airfield in March Stones Mills. Er Ito did what he could to help. >> One of them was totally unconscious and the other one was semi-conscious. And just tried to keep him calm and told him that the rescue was on their way. Pesterio says he stayed with the men until emergency responders arrive. They had to cut the harness off. >> They were still to the. So we could separate them. Actually helped them take the helmet off the instructor and as they put them on the stretchers. >> Beth men were rushed to the hospital where they later died. >> There were no orders words for the family. My heart goes out to them. >> The incident is still under investigation. The police say they are looking into the possibility of a problem with the parachute because they say it did not fully open. And also we reached out to Skydive Barnstable but have not heard back from them yet. That's the storrie from March Stones Mills. I'm Beth, 7 news >> Jury selection is now gun in. The trial of a friend of the accused Boston Marathon bomber, Robel Phillipos was accused of lying to authorities investigating bombings. He showed town federal court surrounded by his family and his legal team. 200 potential jurors left the courthouse but not before filling out a lengthy 15 page questionnaire and opening statements are scheduled to begin next week. >> We have some new details in the weighty bolger case to tell you about. Former girlfriend Catherine Greg has been transferred it a Rhode Island detention facility. This comes as the "Boston Globe" reports officials want to talk to a federal grand jury in Boston to give information that will help investigators find some of the money bolger hid prior to his arrest. Police arrested the convicted mob boss Greg at his Sanitata Monica apartment in 2011. Bolger who was convicted of racketeering last year is currently serving two life sentences. >> Just weeks to go now before. Voters voice their choice at a new Suffolk University "Boston Herald" poll shows it is a tight race for governor. Democrat Martha Coakley and Republican Charlie Baker are in a virtual tie. Coakley receiving 44% of the vote in this latest poll. Baker with 43%. The independent candidates for governor received the 4% combined. That doesn't add up into the math here. >> Patriots getting set for a Monday night football game against Kansas City as you know and arrow head stadium as you may not know is usually a pretty tough place to play. >> Little tougher tonight. Because the Chiefs fans are expected to bring the noise. Alec Cordry is there in Kansas City. It's probably pretty quiet right now. Tell us what this is all about. >> Kim, adam, right now it's quiet but you can definitely feel the energy building up. Monday night football is very special. Very exciting and the Patriots players say it is because all eyes are on their game tonight. >> Everyone is watching, everyone and their mother is of watching. Have you the opportunity to showcase your ability and your talents for national televised game. >> Chandler Jones and Patriots excited to take center stage under the bright lights of Monday night football. Ready to with a el the chiefs in front of nearly 0,000 screaming fans they probably one of the loudest between them and Seattle Seattle. Loudest stadiums that I've ever played in. It's going to be rocky. >> Going it arrow head stadium will be super loud but can't ask for a better atmosphere. That's the nfl and that's Monday night football for you. It will be fun and can't wait. >> For Patriots struggling offense crowd noise will only make their jobs that much tougher against a formidable Chiefs defense. >> These guys have some real good pass rushers. It's not one of those game you want to stand back there and see how long you can hold the ball because they will eventually get there. They got to the best guys in the league on the edge. >> One thing is for sure the Patriots will be ready to go.
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hospital. Police say they are still investigating the cause of the reporting live from Fitchburg, crash. Sheryl thiandacca, 7 news >> A sky saving tragedy on the cape. Two people were killed after making a hard landing there. Officials say the tandem sky divers missed their landing spot at the airport. >> Instead, they crashed into a garage of a home in March Stones Mills. 7's Byron Barnett is there. Byron talked to a man who tried to help these sky divers off. >> Yes, authorities have identified the sky divers, the students have been identified as a 29-year-old man from Nantucket and the instructor 48 years old has been identified coming from Washington state. Now the tragedy has shaken neighbors around this whole area including one neighbor who found the two sky divers in his backyard. >> I opened the door and the two sky divers were laying up against the garage wall. >> A tragic landing for two sky divers who crashed into Johner Ito's garage and instructor and student jumped in tandem from a plane operated by Skydive Barnstable. They were supposed to land at the Cape Cod airfield in March Stones Mills. Er Ito did what he could to help. >> One of them was totally unconscious and the other one was semi-conscious. And just tried to keep him calm and told him that the rescue was on their way. Pesterio says he stayed with the men until emergency responders arrive. They had to cut the harness off. >> They were still to the. So we could separate them. Actually helped them take the helmet off the instructor and as they put them on the stretchers. >> Beth men were rushed to the hospital where they later died. >> There were no orders words for the family. My heart goes out to them. >> The incident is still under investigation. The police say they are looking into the possibility of a problem with the parachute because they say it did not fully open. And also we reached out to Skydive Barnstable but have not heard back from them yet. That's the storrie from March Stones Mills. I'm Beth, 7 news >> Jury selection is now gun in. The trial of a friend of the accused Boston Marathon bomber, Robel Phillipos was accused of lying to authorities investigating bombings. He showed town federal court surrounded by his family and his legal team. 200 potential jurors left the courthouse but not before filling out a lengthy 15 page questionnaire and opening statements are scheduled to begin next week. >> We have some new details in the weighty bolger case to tell you about. Former girlfriend Catherine Greg has been transferred it a Rhode Island detention facility. This comes as the "Boston Globe" reports officials want to talk to a federal grand jury in Boston to give information that will help investigators find some of the money bolger hid prior to his arrest. Police arrested the convicted mob boss Greg at his Sanitata Monica apartment in 2011. Bolger who was convicted of racketeering last year is currently serving two life sentences. >> Patriots getting set for a Monday night football game against Kansas City as you know and Arrowhead Stadium as you may not know is usually a pretty tough place to play. >> Little tougher tonight. Because the Chiefs fans are expected to bring the noise. Alec Cordry is there in Kansas City. It's probably pretty quiet right now. Tell us what this is all about. >> Kim, Adam, right now it's quiet but you can definitely feel the energy building up. Monday night football is very special. Very exciting and the Patriots players say it is because all eyes are on their game tonight. >> Everyone is watching, everyone and their mother is of watching. Have you the opportunity to showcase your ability and your talents for national televised game. >> Chandler Jones and Patriots excited to take center stage under the bright lights of Monday night football. Ready to with a el the chiefs in front of nearly 0,000 screaming fans they probably one of the loudest between them and Seattle Seattle. Loudest stadiums that I've ever played in. It's going to be rocky. >> Going it Arrowhead stadium will be super loud but can't ask for a better atmosphere. That's the nfl and that's Monday night football for you. It will be fun and can't wait. >> For Patriots struggling offense crowd noise will only make their jobs that much tougher against a formidable Chiefs defense. >> These guys have some real good pass rushers. It's not one of those game you want to stand back there and see how long you can hold the ball because they will eventually get there. They got to the best guys in the league on the edge. >> One thing is for sure the Patriots will be ready to go.

NBC 10 News @ 5:30pm
DRIVER, WHO KILLED A MAN ON THE SOUTH SHORE AND: UNIFORM CHANGES for some public school kids! But first @ 5:30 A Massachusetts woman, wanted on kidnapping charges, is in a Baltimore jail cell tonight. She may be returned at some point soon, and her alleged accomplice remains at large! And Dan's back with more on that. DAN. Stephanie Walker of Lawrence is one of two people wanted for a kidnapping at gunpoint last week. The kidnapping attempt ended in Taunton. LTIMORE - The 28 year old Walker was arrested at a motel Saturday afternoon. Bristol County DA Sam Sutter says Walker and Adynew Alves of Boston forced a woman at gunpoint into the trunk of a compact car last Tuesday. It's believed that kidnapping occurred in or around Boston. Prosecutors say the victim was driven south on Route 24. The woman was somehow able to escape from the trunk of the moving car, as they drove into Taunton. The suspects' car was later found abandoned in Taunton the next morning. Walker was arraigned today in Maryland of being a fugitive from justice and was held without bail. Walker has a bail review hearing tomorrow. She will face kidnapping and assault and battery charges if she's returned to Massachusetts. At last report, Alves remains on the run. Live in the newsroom DJ NBC10 news Where's the money Whitey? Maybe his girlfriend knows! Boston Mobster, Whitey Bulger's girlfriend, Catherine Greig, will called before a grand jury looking into where his fortune's hidden! She's doing an 8 year sentence in federal prison, and right now she's held at the federal lockup in Central Falls. The FEDS pulled 800-thousand dollars out of their California apartment when they were arrested. Prosecutors think there are millions more. The Boston Globe says Greig denies knowing where it's hidden. In Decision '14 politics, two new polls are out on the Massachusetts Governor's race. And they both say there's a razor thin difference between the two major candidates. Today's Boston Herald - Suffolk University poll has Democrat Martha Coakley and Republican Charlie Baker in a virtual tie. Coakley leads 44 to 43 percent... with 8 percent undecided. Out in Springfield, a poll by Western New England University has the numbers reversed: Baker leads 44 to 43 percent. That poll shows 7 percent of voters undecided. The General Election is just over a month away. You can learn about every candidate running for statewide office in Rhode Island and Massachusetts on our NBC 10 Candidate Database. It's running right now on TURN TO TEN DOT COM. A North Smithfield woman is charged with arson. And she's been ordered to stay away from her family. 46 year old Stephanie Laliberte was arrested last week. add She was charged with 4th and 5th degree domestic arson. add Police have not released the alleged date or the location of the fire. add She was released on bail, for a pre-trial conference in November. A candlelight vigil is planned tonight for the victim of a fatal hit and run accident in Brockton Sunday. And police need the public's help in finding the driver who hit and killed pedestrian Carl Yancey around 9:30 last night near a convenience store. They're looking for a dark colored car, with extensive front end damage. Fast forward to tonight, when the Tiverton Town Council considers public comment on proposals for 2 indoor firing ranges. The council has two license requests to consider. There's one application for an indoor firing range from the Tiverton Rod and Gun Club. add And another one from Sakonnet River Outfitters for indoor range and gun shop on Main Road add A public hearing will be School auditorium. held tonight at the High New at 5:30: There are still too many kids calling in sick and cutting class in RI, even in Kindergarten! The child advocacy group 'Kids Count' released new numbers today. They're unchanged from last year. 16 percent of kindergarten students in Rhode Island were absent 18 days or more last year. ADD 19 percent of low income children were chronically absent in grades K- through 3. ADD And it's a concern, because KIDS COUNT sees a link to lower achievement levels in later grades. There is NO LONGER one school uniform policy in Woonsocket. It's now three separate policies... One for each of the education levels. The Woonsocket School Committee has adopted a revised school uniform policy. The voluntary school uniform policy has been abolished at the high school. add It has been scaled back at the middle school level. Students must still wear maroon, grey or black tops, but can wear any color skirts or slacks. add But the school uniform policy remains in full force for elementary school students. add The Woonsocket Call reports it's the first modification of the school uniform policy since its adoption four years ago. Rhode Islanders: you may be paying more to get rid of your trash. The state is considering a Pay as You Throw bag fee. Each household would be charged about 10 dollars a month, to dispose of trash at the Central Landfill. Rhode Island cities and towns currently pay 32 dollars a ton to dump the refuse. Supporters say this would pay for landfill and recycling operations. And any surplus would be returned to the local communities. The Providence Journal is reporting Resource Recovery says it needs to make this change to pay for operations come 2018. There could soon be one
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...No way, in 7-10 business days. Your debit card should arrive It's time to bank human again. Get debit cards on

the spot, and no monthly fee checking with just a $100 minimum balance at td Bank. America's Most Convenient
Bank. The oil companies are set to post record profits. Should they get the big tax breaks even as their profits rise to the stratosphere? And still higher gas prices at the pump in New Hampshire. The Senate voted to give billion dollar subsidies to profitable oil companies. And Scott Brown voted their way. Twice! To thank him for protecting their corporate profits the gave him nearly half a million dollars. Scott Brown cashes in and New

Hampshire pays the price. The Democratic Senatorial Campaign committee is responsible for the content of this
advertising. Candidates for governor in massachusetts get ready to debate tonight - and a new poll shows just

how tight the race is. Boston city councilors decide to delay a vote, on a proposal to boost their pay by nearly 30
percent. And president obama says the nation's intelligence agencies under- estimated the threat posed by "isis"
- but is he passing off some responsibility? Our jim braude joins us, to look at that. Just over five weeks until

election day - and tonight, the candidates for governor in massachusetts will square off in their first televised
debate. It'll take place in springfield - our political reporter alison king will be watching and will have a wrap-up,
tonight on the only news at nine. Meantime, a new boston herald/suffolk university poll shows the race is even.

It shows democrat martha coakley with 44 percent support, charlie baker at 43 percent. The poll of 500 likely
voters shows eight percent are undecided. And the three independent candidates evan falchuk, jeff mccormick and scott lively with a combined total of four percent support. Meantime - charlie baker is opposing parts of a
ballot question that would require most employers in the state to offer paid sick time to their workers. Today,
baker offered an alternative plan to question four. And our business editor peter howe takes a look at both the
ballot question - and baker's plan. Peter? Thanks, mike, and the big picture -- estimates are twenty five to thirty
percent of workers in massachusetts do not get earned paid sick time ... A paid day off if you or family members
are sick and the figure's over half of workers earning under thirty five thousand dollars a year. Whether

november's question four is the best way to fix that -- that's what's now being debated now while you've seen a
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just wanted the event peak hours in any other Bacon who were nearby the cares about the customers while I’m on it just wanted the event GE power regulars highest in customer satisfaction with small-business banking in the Northeast region have a real debate makes it easy to avoid a monthly fee to and monitor Just when the team they say or do business checking can as a minimum the rebels are just 15 100 hours to avoid a monthly the hour but we also the bank its nearby I’m pretty sure you’ll be pleased with approximately search with TV business convenience checking classroom give much more than just an account come visit as in person or online knitting the bank that Council a small-business TD Bank of America’s most convenient than a member of the ICT be dead in what is ours convicted of metropolitan it’s pretty the car award information good G-d corridor in 1999 you could buy an ounce of gold for 300 dollars the day Gold was bouncing around 13 100 and art with many indicators pointing towards record highs think about this the U.S. Treasury’s Go read printing money but they will never be able to print more gold where world gold prices billion a year or even 5 or 10 years from now Dole blog that gold prices and think why area of look ahead and gold your retirement accounts right now on male again bullion makes it easy then gold your retirement account provided tax free hassle free process from moving portions of your existing IRA and for all one k into long term safety of physical gold and silver as for your free Karroubi of their latest Goal guy call 800 648 49 of which we I've Run my own business so I know from experience hiring new employees to be tough with so many job boards that you need to post huge upon all the tough to outside to find the best candidates now with zip recruiter dark time you can post to 50 cluster outside including Craigslist and social networks like winged in Facebook and whether all with a single click screen rate and hire the right candidate for test was to visit this program to try as a recruiter for free by visiting as a recruiter dark arms WESH easy higher that's it Pregracke Pran /easy Funai the injury to her right and who's not all of them knows what that not all of whom see yesterday the BBC reached the WBC for an instant read Boston adapted its sleek black and white heroin Boston 71 degrees End not vary by Bryant’s during WBZ news than yours following minister on it won’t solve the governor’s race and get high Europe aid those in Iraq are big rally a low turnout at a public hearing on a proposed 20 that 1000 dollar pay hike for Boston the council notes with issues sport has runaway tonight clouds and patchy drizzle lows near 50 Tomorrow mostly cloudy drizzle has used its and was very Ghaffar. 61 points after we averages in a rare the market what we’re coming out and sports that I’ve put Bob precludes agendas of the role and that falls prey poor now enters P.M. commute is right you buy the metal as professionals Twinkies the on a mattress professionals when Election Day coming up borrowing November we have a new poll on the governor’s race from Suffolk University and the Boston Herald tides Democrat Martha Coakley holding a one point lead over Republican Charlie Baker 44 of 43 % WBZ when adults tells us Aiken have presented of 500 likely voters say they are still undecided directorate subtext political Research Center says the look beyond the horse race numbers finds some wiggle room for both candidates market Coke we still have higher Part of the negative for Hughes 46 % favorable but her unfavorable 42 % from there something that will we be the book we can’t have to work on Charlie Baker had a 45 % favorable interest of Why we haven’t had an unfavorable whole a pretty good proportion like now from the Quran but Phil Coke we were hit by poor the to independent candidates have to present support each in the other statewide races on the ballot Democrats are running for attorney general secretory of state are the UN treasurer all white cleats when a chance WBZ is really a temporary as separate poll from WBZ and UMass Amherst is being released later today and we’ll have the details for you at 5 desire union the democratic republic and end 3 independent candidate for governor are set to square off tonight in Weston Mass why of the cop literally bigger than felt Jack just not one against a

a statistical tie the Suffolk University in Boston Herald

WBUR-FM (Boston’s NPR News Station) | 09/29/2014
For dissent police officer who was shot Saturday night has been treated and released another officer was hurt by flying glass after his car was shot out in another section of Sankoh was the incidents increased the tension in Ferguson where more than 100 demonstrators gathered last night at police headquarters Some spilled onto the streets and were moved back by police carrying batons end plastic handcuffs authorities report at least 7 rust for NPR News I'm weighing proud insane lowest this is NPR this is 90.9 WBUR delay afternoon I'm Deborah Decker in Boston A suffix superior court judges reviewing aid tentative deal that will allow foreigners health care to acquire hallmark health centers it's part of a revised agreement with the attorney general where foreigners were time high marks prices to inflation for 6 and a half years of training and State University student reports that she was the victim of to sexual assault this weekend as gaming from university police says the female victim alleges that the assaults occurred Saturday night and Sunday morning both therein are scared this resident any and in Rome unclear there's the statement according to the university places that the accused received interim that the assaults occurred Saturday night and Sunday morning both therein are scared this resident any and in Rome unclear there's the statement according to the university places that the accused received interim

David Howell of the Suffolk University pollster who were
WWZN-AM (Revolution Boston) | 09/29/2014

older than the 10 so I think that's right for the screen that we used the minute it absolutely I mean maybe you can just explain all the white highlands to whirl undecided now mean interest of what the clinic's Eve deal from now wanting to support a colloquium Baker Yeah I think a couple of things and and I'm sure people will scour these are McCluster Absalom the campaigns were all when the pollster the new owners if you if you're working on making gains look at the characters of undecideds are higher in all a lot for the carriers of undecideds that our in of 12 13 15 % versus the process you know that would include younger voters that would include of orders from Worcester west geographic area that would even include those were over 75 so those people that warrant between bickering Colquitt sell those those would be happy to release a pick up we are attacking me David Howell of the Suffolk University pollster who were always gets the right numbers year and that's why I'm doing is that the day on the day at tackle the about where people came down on this week her car Men of Troy Baker
is of course out we all know he lay as John instigate parks 25 news of the north where he asked a question Yes last ones to be heard we were the on the people who took the pole where they're that comment well week we've basically stated the question are a couple questions but Martha Coakley are a couple but Charlie Baker and them one of the bigger questions were those of law he said he was killing Cali Baker addressed Fox where Farak horror a sham and securely as courts we hurt do you think that was a condescending Connor armed no majority here 39 % said yes that was a condescending comment Morley 7 % said no 14 % were undecided I didn't know this ie the genders but again in this particular question both emails of females for 9 percentage was condescending are slightly more women 48 % said no than men were interesting and end of and follow up quietly that new leaders that's what that the former 9 39 yes for both men and women condescending arm and among men 46 % no 14 undecided among women fully % Nov 13 and so was visiting the same females and males will gather at the same where your death and Jassim you think that the guys to do it how big deal that's not understanding Arlen was an equal school but we did not know a little bit of a gender are split on the follow up question which was do you trust Charlie Baker to stand up for women's rights in their handling of issues important to women 47 % said yes they do have to trust Baker two pitch to center for women's rights that only 34 % now but Among men was 51 33 in March while a margin among women was much closer 43 35 Yellen is karma was was basically a candid dismissed by respondents way in terms of the bigger issue which is standing up for women's rights women more or less support for Baker and Mt interesting area we're gonna get into any breaking down more numbers here and morning meaning I unusual would jack and Cashman stay tuned for more anti polio the Suffolk University's poll here on Boston Herald really a steep hill the outcome was still there the greedy for 90 that sets a month they are living with the asked Hani that's just as they look for fired a knife were directly pm relax that are farther east in the detail day the fairly lean more toward term his of the peace the ports that count So Much to do so close by Frank British airline the third season for deal with this matter what some things the right way my hero you find people who listens closely merchandise if a patient with even more plus a 5th with one of the hardest Michael Saunders had originally committed to providing a Stalin just CDM Rose perished Dorchester celebrate 100 years of fish open love Bishop Robert Hill S.C. will celebrate the 11 am Mass at St Ambrose perish on site October 5th 2014 in the celebration of its 100 day anniversary a luncheon following the mass will be held at the Aidid the hall on Freeport's the Dorchester a Boston woman p.m. tickets are available for 25 dollars for additional information please call the rectory 6.7 6 5 by a real tool or even Yeltsin the Ambrose Parrish contest that no right to see the Ambrose Catholic church